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ABOUT THIS REPORT

The compilation of this report includes interviews with people in affected communities and family members as well as survey responses from defense attorneys and insights from advocates. This is not intended to be a quantitative research report. The report is intended to highlight what we know, currently, about gang policing practices in New York City.

This report is limited to policing and, to a lesser extent, prosecution strategies. This report also is limited in its analysis on gangs or gang culture. The expert voices on gangs are those who have lived that reality. We hope this report spurs further research, education and advocacy.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2012, the NYPD initiated a major change in how it deals with issues of youth violence. That year, then Commissioner Ray Kelly announced “Operation Crew Cut,” which would double the number of officers in the gang unit from 150 to 300. Kelly made it clear that this new operation was intended to target “loosely affiliated groups of teens” who often “identify themselves by the blocks where they live and are responsible for much of the violence in public housing.” 1

In addition, the NYPD recreated its “Criminal Group Database” to track alleged gang members and wipe out alleged gang violence through large scale conspiracy cases. The result has been thousands of juveniles and adults arrested and charged in gang conspiracy cases, tens of thousands placed into a secretive gang database, and many more subjected to harassment, intimidation, surveillance, and threats.

The new focus on loose associations of young people came just as political and legal challenges to widespread “stop, question, and frisk” practices increased. 2 It appears that the NYPD is merely substituting one set of techniques to tightly manage the lives of young people of color for another and uses the ‘gang’ label to mute public opposition. 3 The NYPD has taken the term gang and turned it into a marker of violence and lawlessness.

While some people define themselves as gangs, there is nothing illegal about such a grouping in and of itself. Police, however, have chosen to define associations of young people as organized criminal enterprises. This kind of law enforcement relies on the same logic that has driven much of the enormous increase in incarceration over the last 40 years. It is also linked to pathologization of gangs under former mayor Rudy Giuliani at a time when some gangs, namely the Latin Kings, were becoming increasingly politically influential and joining protests against police brutality. The Kings would become the targets of one of the most massive police operations since the era of prohibition.

New York City is making a dangerous and counterproductive mistake in using “gang suppression” techniques to manage the problems of youth violence. Gang suppression policies wrongly assume that deterrence and incapacitation are the only ways to reduce violence. Cities like Oakland, Los Angeles, and Chicago have spent decades trying to “suppress” gangs through intensive surveillance, harassment, and criminalization. These efforts, however, have done nothing to reduce the presence of gangs in these cities. In fact, some research shows that these tactics actually enhance young people’s identification with gang life, and makes these gangs more violent. 4

When specialized gang units are created they have a tendency to become insulated from oversight from within their departments and from the public. Historically, gang suppression units have been notoriously corrupt and brutal. The LAPD’s CRASH Unit, for example, was responsible for widespread human and civil rights abuses and officers in the unit were later found to be dealing drugs, using excessive force, and falsifying arrests. 5

During the 1960’s and 70s, the gang intelligence unit of the Chicago Police Department was directly involved in infiltrating and disrupting the Black Panther Party. They shared information with the FBI’s COINTEL Program and coordinated with the State’s Attorney Office that orchestrated the assassination of Black Panther leader Fred Hampton. 6

More recently, officers in Chicago’s gang unit were involved in torturing suspects to extract confessions and faking evidence. 7 And just last year an FBI investigation found members of the Area Central gang team were involved in robbing drug dealers. 8

In Portland, Oregon the local police disbanded their Gang Enforcement Team after an outside review by the Portland City Auditor showed that their proactive enforcement efforts had no positive effect on crime rates, utilized high numbers of improper pretestual traffic stops, and were racially skewed. 9

The NYPD’s own Street Crime Unit, that dealt with “gang crime” at the time, had to be shut down after it was learned that their “We Own the Night” motto reflected their involvement in abuse of force incidents and the killing of unarmed immigrant Amadou Diallo in 1999. The expansion of the size and scope of the New York City’s gang units present new risks of corruption and abuse that have been largely ignored by policymakers.

Historically, New York City avoided some of the more severe gang suppression tactics in other cities. In the 1950s and 60s, the City’s Youth Board deployed large numbers of street workers to try to connect with young people involved in gangs to try to encourage them to reduce violent conflicts and steer them towards education and employment. 10 By the 1970s, the city established a “Roundtable of Youth” under Mayor Lindsay that met regularly at Gracie Mansion to express youth concerns and attempt to integrate street involved youth into productive problem solving discussions. 11

As recently as 2008, the Public Advocate’s Office recommended that the City “shift resources to alternatives to detention programs... encourage youth programming that meets the specific needs of the community it serves through the Request for Proposals (RFP) process” as well as involving young people directly in anti-violence initiatives. 12 By avoiding strategies that relied primarily on criminalization and avoiding the labeling of youth as gang members, New York did not develop the kind of multi-generational gang violence seen in LA and Chicago. This report does not attempt to define what a “gang” is or isn’t. Gangs are not legally defined in New York state either. This report, produced in collaboration with legal and community groups, seeks to document and provide a primer of what is known about New York City’s gang policing infrastructure, including its gang database.

Through surveys of defense attorneys and public residents, it highlights the voices of those who see how gang allegations impact people in courtrooms and in their communities. This report is not intended to be an exhaustive audit of gang policing tactics, which have been developed in secrecy by police. It is intended to be a starting point to encourage more research, transparency and advocacy.
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West Harlem

In 2014, the NYPD, in collaboration with the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office, launched a massive gang raid in West Harlem. Hundreds of armed police officers swarmed the Manhattanville and Grant Houses, as well as surrounding buildings, in a coordinated pre-dawn operation. The West Harlem sweep was the largest gang takedown in New York City’s history at the time and led to two indictments of 103 mostly young Black and Latinx individuals. 11

Local media outlets appear to have been notified ahead of the raid so as to be prepared for footage of police entering the developments and leaving with handcuffed suspects. The allegation that those arrested were gang members were taken as virtual fact by tabloid and television reporters.

After the raid, several parents of people arrested held a protest outside the Harlem State Office Building. Some said that police pointed guns at them, their children and senior citizens living in the buildings. One mother described her son’s arrest:

“They came to my house, raided my house and then they assaulted my son. They kicked him in the scrotum – when he was handcuffed. And he’s already sick. Just came out the hospital, they raided my house the next day on June 4th and they kicked him in the scrotum when he was down.” 12

Taylor “Bam” Murphy Jr. was one of those indicted. Murphy’s sister, Tayshana “Chicken” Murphy, was killed in a feud between the development. Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance made the connection between Chicken’s death and the raid. 13 In interviews for this report, however, Tayshana’s father, Taylorn Murphy Sr., criticized the takedowns:

“So I think the narrative they were trying to spin was that we did these raids because these two individuals got killed. And you know my daughter was one of the individuals that got killed. And I found that to be very troubling because you know you’re trying to pin a whole neighborhood against me and my family. Saying that you’re the reason for 400 police officers coming in to our neighborhood and kidnapping individuals or arresting individuals or detaining individuals and I had to immediately speak out about that. I had to immediately say ‘hey listen, the two individuals that killed my daughter were already arrested.’ You can’t be vilifying a whole neighborhood saying they had something to do with my daughter’s death because that’s not true.”

Mr. Murphy also suggested that the presence of Columbia University – and its expansion via its multi-million dollar Jerome L. Greene Science Center – contributed to the gang takedowns. Columbia’s new campus was located next to Manhattanville as a feud between developments grew. 14 The inference by Mr. Murphy and others who spoke out at rallies was that community issues were swept away in the interest of the University and at the expense of residents.

North Bronx

On April 27th, 2016, the NYPD and several federal law enforcement agencies executed another large gang takedown operation, this time in the Bronx. The raid, the result of two indictments including 120 defendants surpassed West Harlem to become the biggest gang raid in New York City history. Emails obtained by a journalist for Homeland Security Investigations unit internally discuss the operation as “violating” their mandate to prevent violence but instead allowing it to fester. 15

The sweep eventually came to be described as the case of the “Bronx 120” by activists and residents, referring to the 120 people accused. A 2019 report from the CUNY School of Law showed that two thirds of those indicted weren’t convicted of violence, a third were convicted of Marijuana-related crimes and about half of those indicted weren’t even alleged to be gang members by prosecutors themselves. 16

Instead of local prosecutors, the United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York partnered with the NYPD to bring RICO conspiracy charges. Being charged under the 1970 RICO Act, or the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, presented significant challenges for the defendants, including procedural advantages, being retried for past offenses (for which some had already served time) and the prospect of being judged by a federal Southern District jury – which can be a higher-earning, whiter and more police-friendly jury pool than a Bronx jury. 17

The Bronx 120 takedown became the focus of subsequent stories and films warning of the dangers of police gang labeling and federal RICO laws. Craig Lewis, the subject of a film, “Trouble Finds You,” was arrested in Connecticut the morning of the Bronx raid as he lay in bed with his young son. Lewis was pursuing his MBA degree but instead spent the next 22 months in federal custody after he was initially threatened with capital punishment and then offered lengthy plea deals for crimes he says he didn’t commit.

Mr. Murphy also pointed out that police, in the years before the raid, actually allowed violence to fester, which was a theme researchers heard in other spaces. During a 2017 forum in West Harlem, one young man from the Grant Houses said that when in custody of police officers, he was purposely dropped off in a rival neighborhood. Earlier this year, Brooklyn cops reportedly blared antagonizing “dias” music from their car to tease gang members in a housing project. Mr. Murphy suggested that police could have prevented his daughter’s death, but didn’t:

“They were looking and watching what these young people were doing. They were allowing them to hurt one another. I know that for a fact because 15 minutes before my daughter was killed, we had a VIPER room officer in the VIPER room looking at these cameras and he watched the young man come out of a totally different building across the street with a firearm, menace a group of other individuals and there was no calling, no intervention.”

GANG RAIDS ANALYSIS

Under Mayor Bill de Blasio, the NYPD, along with local and federal prosecutors, launched increasingly larger gang raids based primarily in public housing developments. While difficult to quantify, police officials have testified that in a two and a half year span over a thousand people were arrested as part of gang investigations.

Gang raids themselves are violent, dangerous and traumatic experiences for all who experience them. Police utilize assault rifles, battering rams, flash grenades and helicopters. Those affected include neighbors, family members – who have to quickly prepare for debilitating legal battles that can take months, if not years – and the targets themselves. Young children and adolescents, oftentimes the siblings, sons or daughters of those arrested, are almost certainly emotionally damaged by the experience of a police operation. Some can be misidentified as targets, handcuffed and held at gunpoint.

One of the most harrowing and disturbing stories told by West Harlem residents was that of a family whose house was raided and doors knocked off the hinges. One of the children, a sibling of someone arrested, watched as family members argued with officers only to have their home searched. The child and his family witnessed one officer state that they would be back for him – the one officer.

The secrecy in the way that gang raids are organized, one officer that would be back for him – the one officer.

The NYPD admits to categorizing local “crews” – smaller, more local and less formal groupings – alongside gangs within its database. Like gangs, “crews” have no consensus definition. Therefore, the NYPD gang database can be more accurately described as a database of people that police believe to be grouped together. There is no requirement of a criminal conviction, much less a violent conviction, to being added to the database.

The NYPD began using its database, or what it calls its Gang Criminal Group Database, in its current form in 2014. The size of the database is a source of debate – estimates have put the database over 40,000, while police claim it’s around 17,000 – and information has been guarded by the police department. Nonetheless, thanks for freedom of information requests, some data exists.

**Gang Database Figures**

Prior to 2014, CUNY School of Law professor Babe Howell received data from the NYPD indicating that over 20,000 people were added into the NYPD’s gang database between August of 2003 and August of 2013, 99% of whom were non-white. The racial breakdown of the NYPD gang database then, about 90% Black and Hispanic, mirrored the racial breakdown of people who’d been stopped and frisked by police during that same span. Alarmingingly, 30% of those in the database were children when added.

New figures from March of 2018 acquired by Howell indicated that over 17,000 people were added to the database from December 2013 through February 2018, mostly under Mayor Bill de Blasio. The rate at which people into the database under de Blasio was 70% higher than that of the previous administration. Of those added, over 98% were identified as either Black or Hispanic – an even more racially disparate scenario than from the previous years.

**NYPD GANG DATABASE**

The NYPD admits to categorizing local “crews” – smaller, more local and less formal groupings – alongside gangs within its database. Like gangs, “crews” have no consensus definition. Therefore, the NYPD gang database can be more accurately described as a database of people that police believe to be grouped together. There is no requirement of a criminal conviction, much less a violent conviction, to being added to the database.

The NYPD began using its database, or what it calls its Gang Criminal Group Database, in its current form in 2014. The size of the database is a source of debate – estimates have put the database over 40,000, while police claim it’s around 17,000 – and information has been guarded by the police department. Nonetheless, thanks for freedom of information requests, some data exists.

**Gang Database Figures**

Prior to 2014, CUNY School of Law professor Babe Howell received data from the NYPD indicating that over 20,000 people were added into the NYPD’s gang database between August of 2003 and August of 2013, 99% of whom were non-white. The racial breakdown of the NYPD gang database then, about 90% Black and Hispanic, mirrored the racial breakdown of people who’d been stopped and frisked by police during that same span. Alarmingingly, 30% of those in the database were children when added.

New figures from March of 2018 acquired by Howell indicated that over 17,000 people were added to the database from December 2013 through February 2018, mostly under Mayor Bill de Blasio. The rate at which people into the database under de Blasio was 70% higher than that of the previous administration. Of those added, over 98% were identified as either Black or Hispanic – an even more racially disparate scenario than from the previous years.

**HOW IS GANG AFFILIATION DETERMINED BY POLICE?**

While almost no one outside of the police department knows who, by name, is on the database, we do know some of the criteria that the police say they use for database inclusion:

1. An individual will be entered if he/she admits to membership during debriefing

2. Through the course of an investigation an individual is reasonably believed to belong to a gang and is identified as such by two independent sources. (Ex. Pct. Personnel, Intell, School Safety, Dept. of Correction, or Outside Agency)

3. Meets any two below mentioned criteria:
   1. Known gang location
   2. Scars/Tattoos Associated with gangs
   3. Gang related documents
   4. Colors Associated with gangs
   5. Association with known gang members
   6. Hand signs associated with gangs

**Self admission**

While admitting to being in a gang to a law enforcement official can be a surefire way of being designated, there are questions with this criteria: is there a process for corroborating what police say was admitted to them? Can or should an individual make an admission without an attorney present? Since “debriefings” – which we understand to be informal interrogations – don’t necessarily occur during arrests, are Miranda rights read and are people allowed to contact their attorneys or, if a minor, their parents?

There is also the question of the validity of admissions, particularly for young people. Bragging and overstating one’s position in a gang, the legitimacy of a gang (i.e. a group of friends that calls themselves a ‘gang’) or claiming that one’s crew of friends is tough or rich can be based less on reality and more on a fictional projection for those who seek value in street culture. What safeguards are in place to ensure self-admission statements are not coerced or fabricated, like false confessions?

Recently, there appears to have been a dangerous expansion of the self-admission criteria: During testimony to the New York City Council on June 13th 2018, NYPD Chief of Detectives, Dermot Shea, added “social media post admitting to membership in a gang” to the criteria.

Police interpretation, or perhaps willful misinterpretation, of gang admission on social media can include emojis, hashtags, or other forms of communication. There is also the question of how police can authenticate who is posting or operating a social media account. Making matters worse, the use of social media posts as a way to authenticate gang membership significantly expands an already questionable process by turning the internet into a virtual police precinct.

Self-admission can be influenced by the disproportionate power imbalance between an individual, especially a minor, and a police officer. Gang, crew and urban cultures
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are also susceptible to racial prejudices by police as well as braggadocious exaggerations by those targeted.

**Independent sources**

“Independent sources,” like self-admission, can lead to inclusion on the gang database. However, “independent sources” are not independent. Some listed examples, included “Pct. Personnel, Intell, School Safety, Dept. of Correction, or Outside Agency.” However, precinct personnel (Pct. Personnel), the NYPD Intelligence Division (Intell) and School Safety Division are all part of the police department.

As part of other Freedom of Information requests made by the Legal Aid Society, materials that appear to be

The Department of Corrections (DOC) has its own internal gang tracking system, the Gang Intelligence Unit (GIU). Because DOC oversees a confined population that often has to associate with gangs and others for safety, gang designations can be more overreaching – and follow individuals after they leave jail.

The final corroborating source is the superficially “outside agency.” Do these include state-level or federal law enforcement agencies, some which maintain national databases of their own? Does mutual information sharing between the NYPD and these agencies readily occur? Chief Shea testified in 2017 that the NYPD gang database is not shared outside the NYPD but acknowledged that gang investigations are done in collaboration with federal agencies, casting doubt on those claims.

Another potential source for gang labeling are Neighborhood Coordination Officers (NCOs) from the “neighborhood policing” efforts that have expanded in recent years. After a high profile killing of a teenager in the Bronx by alleged gang members, it was local NCOs that led public meetings encouraging community members to watch out for gang activity. According to the NYPD patrol guide, NCO’s have access to schools and members to watch out for gang activity. According to the department: 

*Warning signs*
- Interest in certain colors and clothing
- Unexplained wealth
- Hanging out with gang members
- Staying out late
- Changes in behavior
- Poor attendance in school
- Use of slang, slang, and graffiti
- Trouble with the police
- Carries a weapon
- Tattoos with signs and symbols

The third pathway into the gang database lays out six options, two which need to be included. “Known gang location” and “associate with known gang members,”

are likely to be affected by housing segregation and offer considerable overlap in public housing developments, where families share common space and build friendships from childhood. A 2015 New York Daily News gang map published using data from NYPD’s Juvenile Justice Division provides a glimpse “known gang locations,” according to the department:

Since most of the areas marked as gang territories by the NYPD are areas with higher concentrations of Black and Latino populations, a “known gang location” (fulfilling half of the criteria towards gang designation) can serve as a proxy for race. So-called associations might mean shaking hands, talking to or being connected on social media. And, as the city has expanded surveillance of public housing, adding over 4,000 cameras in NYCHA developments, gang locations,” according to the department:

Other options for fulfilling the third criteria include “scars/tattoos associated with gangs” and “colors associated with gangs.” While people can age out of gang involvement, few can remove tattoos, making them problematic signifiers of gang activity. In other states, federal law enforcement use of tattoos in making gang designations have been the subject of lawsuits.14

**NYPD Testimony at City Council Hearing, June 13th 2018**

“Criminal groups that operate on our streets are drivers of a significant portion of violent crime in the city, and some are prime peddlers of narcotics which drive the subsequent increase in opiate overdoses plaguing our city. While New York City is the safest big city in the nation. In some cases, criminal groups hold pockets of our city hostage, inhibiting mothers from letting their children play outside, or preventing the elderly from taking walks in the neighborhoods.”

—Dermot Shea, NYPD Chief of Detectives

At a 2018 City Council hearing, top NYPD officials invoked the language of mass incarceration, even tying gangs to the opiate epidemic, as they provided insight into how police label and catalogue gang members:

Chief Shea explained that one Field Intelligence Officer (FIO) is typically assigned to every NYPD command, accounting for about 100 FIO’s across the city. FIO’s are empowered to make “formal recommendation required in a written narrative in
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supporting documentation that justify each individual’s inclusion. Gang Squad officers from elite units (i.e. Manhattan North Gang Squad, Queens Gang Squad, etc), who have final say on gang designation, do not report to precincts and operate outside of traditional structures. The Social Media Analysis and Research Team similarly works under a shroud of relative secrecy and can make recommendations for inclusion.

During the testimony, Chief Shea also elaborated on other “independent sources” the department may use to designate a gang member, suggesting a long list:

“It could be a confidential informant. It could be the member’s parent, which happens. It could be a teacher. It could be people that live on the block and could be a crime victim if we can substantiate it. There’s many different examples.”

Shea also described “off ramps” for removal: a new review every three years and on an individual’s 23rd and 28th birthdays, simply no longer being deemed a gang member, “no police contact or arrest for 3 years” (meaning a single stop or arrest could keep someone in the database) and death. The NYPD claims that thousands have been removed from the database.

GANG DATABASE ANALYSIS

The NYPD has claimed that people on the gang database aren’t chosen for frivolous reasons, have extensive criminal records, and are included. The NYPD doesn’t appear to differentiate between a local “crew” of mostly young men of color from the Mafia when they work to bring conspiracy charges devised precisely for those traditional organized crime syndicates.

Investigations into gang databases elsewhere have uncovered wildly inaccurate information, racial bias and abusive and illegal practices:

• A recent report by the Chicago Office of the Inspector General found that the Chicago Police Department’s database was filled with inaccuracies, was shared with immigration officials, and “potentially undermines public confidence in the Department’s legitimacy and effectiveness in the service of its public safety mission.”

• An audit of the Cal Gang database by the California State Auditor found wild inaccuracies in the database including the presence of infant children and raised concerns regarding fundamental privacy protections.

• A review of the UK’s Gangs Matrix system by Amnesty International found similar privacy issues based on evidence that data was shared with other government agencies affecting people’s access to basic government services and employment. Like the NYPD’s gang database, the majority of those in the UK’s Gangs Matrix were people of color with little or no criminal history.

• In Portland, OR, police decided to end the use of their database in 2017 rather than reveal its inner workings when requested to do so by local journalists.

Gang policing personnel are also a concern. Studies show gang unit cops exhibit “extreme bias;” regardless of bias training [Sim, Correll et al, 2013] and a New York Times article says police misconduct data show NYPD gang cops have been “sued for misconduct more frequently than most patrol officers.”

A recent search of eBay, the online vending platform, shows commemorative pins and coins from NYPD gang units adorned with images of skeletons, grim reapers and machine guns – showcasing a disturbing mentality.

The NYPD, however, says its database is a part of its “precision policing” efforts that allow them to narrowly target those most likely to be involved in serious and on-going criminal activity. Instead, the constant surveillance, inclusion in conspiracy cases, enhanced criminal penalties and other consequences that relate to the database outline a strategy of racialized suppression that underlines safety for the communities that police claim they are working to serve.

### INVENTING GANGS

While the police department has offered limited testimony on the process of entering an individual into the gang database, little is known about how police validate what is or isn’t a gang. It is hard to tell what gangs are real, imagined or manufactured partly because there is no way to challenge a gang’s existence – raising the question of whether police could invent a gang.

Oww Oww

The “Oww Oww Gang” was classified as an inactive Brooklyn gang by the NYPD Intelligence Division in 2015. However, residents of Brooklyn’s Gowanus Houses, where the gang is said to be based, say that the “gang” doesn’t exist. “Oww Oww” was the name of an amateur hip-hop song and video popular in the Gowanus and Wyckoff Houses.

Ronnie Williams was one of the young men from Gowanus that was convicted and alleged to be in the gang. His mother explained how that gang label was fixed onto her son:

“As far as I remember, as soon as it started happening they tried to paint him as a gang member. They started saying outwardly [inaudible] referring to him as a “gang member”. When he would hang out with his close friends at the time Dante and one of his other really close friends named Nunu, and he was a rapper... So he [Nunu] wrote...
Music, Hip-Hop in particular, has been used by law enforcement as evidence and markers of gang violence. Rap lyrics have even been used as evidence. However, in the street and Hip-Hop culture, attaching the word ‘gang’ to a group of people or even a song is common but doesn’t signify an organized criminal enterprise. The prevalence of young people posting about or framing community relationships as a “gang” isn’t new, can easily been misconstrued, and shouldn’t be the impetus for the classification of a gang or crew by law enforcement. 

**Chico Gang**

In February of 2019, a dozen young men in East Harlem were arrested and charged with gang conspiracy, among other allegations, and accused of being members of the “Chico Gang.” According to the NYPD and Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance, the “gang” was based in the Wagner Houses and formed after the shooting death of Juwan “Chico” Tavarez in 2016.

However, several residents of the Wagner Houses said they weren’t aware of such a gang. Some were familiar with the sayings “Chico Gang” or “Chico World” that became popular in Wagner amongst friends and classmates of Tavarez. There is also no public record of the gang in media articles before the arrest or even in the most recently available NYPD gang map.

While residents reported that classmates wore lanyards with large pictures of Juwan after his death, this could have been an indicator, to police, of involvement in the dubious “Chico Gang.” In one Manhattan courtroom, NYPD detectives on a different case testified that they looked at people wearing similar commemorative pictures “more closely” when looking for retaliatory gang violence.

In a statement from Vance’s Office, authorities referred to the defendants discussing criminal activity on social media as part of the case against them. However, the mining of social media posts, an arena where adolescents and young adults may not understand the implications of what they post and where law enforcement is free to infer whatever meaning helps a criminal case, is a recipe for abuse.

A social media search on any given day can find hundreds, if not thousands of posts referencing a gang, most of which are clearly not related to organized crime. In New York City, police even use emojis to decipher gang identities and threats of gang violence.

In fact, while there is a growing amount of research dedicated to deciphering how social media relates to gang violence, little, if any, has sought to separate public expressions of ‘gangs’ to actual violence.

Amongst youth, words are fluid and meant to be accessible to many. Police can, however, wittingly or unwittingly take dangerous liberties by ascribing criminality or violence to these expressions. One recent report found that police “massively overestimated the direct linkage between what someone does online and what someone does offline.”

Did the Chico Gang ever exist? What is clear in interviews with residents of Wagner Houses is that the community was hurt by the loss of Juwan Tavarez. Notably, some of the charges against those alleged to be in the Chico Gang went back as far as 2015 – before Chico was killed and the gang could have existed.

Music, Hip-Hop in particular, has been used by law enforcement as evidence and markers of gang violence. Rap lyrics have even been used as evidence. However, in the street and Hip-Hop culture, attaching the word ‘gang’ to a group of people or even a song is common but doesn’t signify an organized criminal enterprise. The prevalence of young people posting about or framing community relationships as a “gang” isn’t new, can easily been misconstrued, and shouldn’t be the impetus for the classification of a gang or crew by law enforcement.

**CONSEQUENCES OF BEING GANG LABELED**

**Harassment & hyper-policing**

One of the primary consequences of being labeled a member of a gang by the NYPD, whether formally in the gang database or even informally amongst gang unit and precinct officers, is heightened harassment and hyper-policing. Police interactions, despite an overall decrease in reported stops in New York City in recent years, continue to have a disproportionate impact on communities of color – and this could be more pronounced for alleged gang members.

Street-level contact with police has been a constant theme amongst community residents who were interviewed for this report, specifically mothers and grandmothers. In one interview, a 61-year old woman from East Harlem’s Jefferson Houses described prior harassment of her grandson by police officers from the local housing police unit, PSA 5:

“They start gathering the information of how old you are around 14 or 15. They start stopping you—now they can’t stop you anymore—I don’t know what they gon’ do. But they stop you. “How old are you?” take you to the precinct—your mother gotta come and get you—you know, stuff like that.”

With more policing and more arrests came deeper forms of harassment. Police officers would search for her grandson in her apartment, she said. He was arrested several times, including once, she alleged, over a robbery simply because he and his friends were in the vicinity of the incident. That arrest would derail his education, preventing him from graduating high school because he was sent to Rikers Island just before his final Regents high school exam, she said. Ironically, in Rikers, he was continuously assaulted because he didn’t belong to a gang.

“So...they unfairly label us – them– as gang members. You know I told them he’s not a gang member. He hangs out with friends he grew up with. How’s that a gang? You have 5 people sitting right here—what are you? A gang? They know each other. They know each other all their lives.”

---


---
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In a 2015 New York Times article, the focus by police on individuals who they deemed gang-involved was described through the story of a young man from the Brownsville section of Brooklyn named Alexander Williams. Mr. Williams had been arrested numerous times and was one of a few hundred individuals that police were now targeting to combat violence, some of whom were now targets of the policing of smaller offenses, like jaywalking.

“Their names and faces are distributed to precincts across the city. Their gang affiliations and Instagram postings are studied by officers. They are repeatedly arrested, stopped or given tickets, including violations for minor offenses like jaywalking. Mr. Williams, in an interview, described a smothering police presence in his life that ‘does not stop.’ Twice, he said, he has been cited for jaywalking. He denied that he was a member of a gang or that he committed the crimes the police have alleged.”

Williams and his friends were often arrested but the charges were almost just as often dismissed. This approach is consistent with the NYPD testimony at the City Council that those on the gang database had on average of over 11 arrests, five of which are felonies. For another Brooklyn resident, hyper-policing preceded a serious gang charge. Ronnie Williams was alleged to be a member of the “Ow ow” gang (see Sidebar: Inventing Gangs). He was convicted and sentenced for what prosecutors said was his role in a shooting. In interviews for this report, however, Williams’ mother, Diana, and sister, Shania, said that he was not a gang member and was unfairly swept into an indictment by officers from the 76th precinct who had targeted him for years. His sister explained how her brother felt the need to run from police from an early age:

“He told me on one Halloween he was probably 14 or 15 he and his friends were out trick or treating and they started throwing eggs at each other [inaudible] and he said that the cops came and he did like the whoop sound as a warning signal to let people know that they were there and they just kept playing and whatnot and eventually they started to walk away because the cops didn’t leave and he said that he looked back and that they were still following him and he just started to run and he said he ran for a long time. They just kept chasing him. Finally he had to stop because he has asthma. He couldn’t breathe. So he just sat in between 2 cars on the curb and he said that the cops came up to him with their guns out telling him to put his hands up for no reason.”

That arrest, she says, marked a pattern of unwarranted attention from cops that began to become more personalized. After chasing him on another occasion, cops said “Oh, you’re pretty fast, huh?” While it is not clear if the NYPD tagged Williams a gang member at a young age, their gang database has included hundreds of entries of minors. As Williams got older, his mother said, his interactions with police become more serious, including once when officers assaulted him in the hallway of their building. She described probing visits from police when Williams was 16 or 17 years old. In one example, she described a visit from police who wanted to see her son because, they said, people claimed that he had guns in the house.

On the day he was arrested for the charges he’d face in 2016, she said, police knocked on her door and she asked to see a warrant, wary of riot gear-clad cops standing in her hallway. One officer insisted on showing her the warrant – inside. When she opened the door to let one officer in to show her the warrant, all the cops stormed in, ransacked the apartment and arrested her son. She never saw the warrant.

Gang labeling by agencies outside of the police department can also escalate relatively routine encounters with police, such as a car stop. Victor Dempsey, community organizer with the Legal Aid Society, left the Bloods gang in 2014 when he was 19 years old after serving time for attempted robbery. In 2017, however, after being pulled over failure to signal, a minor infraction, NYPD officers handcuffed him and put in in their squad car.35 From the backseat of the police car, Dempsey says he saw “security risk group” on the police computer next to his old mugshot. Security Risk Groups are gangs tracked throughout the jail system by the Department of Corrections Gang Intelligence Unit (GIU).36 The NYPD access to Dempsey’s DOC gang designation (which suggests his gang status hadn’t changed in 13 years), dramatically altered the encounter.

**Enhanced bail**

The problems presented by hyper-policing are compounded when community members labeled as “gang” affiliated reach the court system. In New York, accused persons must be brought before a judge for a bail hearing within 24 hours of their arrest. Judges are only permitted to set bail to ensure that a person returns to court. Historically in New York courts have been permitted to consider an accused person’s “character, reputation, habits and mental condition” when determining how much bail to set.

This provision of the bail law allows prosecutors to take the NYPD’s gang designation and bring it into the courtroom. When a prosecutor alleges that someone has gang affiliations, it often results in judges setting high bail, far higher than would be necessary to merely ensure a community member’s return to court. Judges frequently assume “gang member” to mean a person is dangerous or regularly engages in criminal activity. It could also suggest willingness to intimidate, tamper with, or harm witnesses, particularly where someone has been harmed as a result of the alleged crime. While judges are not supposed to factor in these considerations under the law, in reality they are very concerned about releasing someone they perceive to be dangerous. As one defense lawyer who took part in a survey for the report explained, just alleging gang affiliation can change the bail decision for people they represent:

“The simple allegation that a person is affiliated with a gang, even when it is merely asserted by a prosecutor and even when it is disputed by a defense lawyer, greatly increases the chance that bail will be set and the amount of bail.”

Another attorney put it more succinctly, ‘Judges freak out when they hear it.” While another stated, “it’s extremely harmful and difficult to refute.” One attorney reported asking a judge to lower the bail amount for a seventeen year old because her client’s family could not afford the amount. After calling the prosecutor and defense lawyer to the bench, the judge commented off

---

In many cases, an allegation of gang membership is not an element of a charged crime. In bail applications, prosecutors will simply assert that they have information that a person is a gang member without revealing their sources. We are left to fight blindfolded against the gang allegations. Police can also get young people to admit to “gang affiliation” if they know anyone who is in a gang even when they aren’t in gangs themselves. Because many teenagers in the Bronx know someone in a gang or have some family member in a gang, it’s very easy for police and prosecutors to claim that they are “gang affiliated.” Teens are then treated as guilty by association without the prosecution needing to prove that they have done anything wrong. Young people in poor black and brown communities specifically end up being targeted and harmed by this practice.

Few terms can color a courtroom like the word “gang.” As another defense lawyer put it, “being in a picture with friends from your neighborhood sometimes seems like sufficient [probable cause] for an indictment.” The power of a gang affiliation also affects plea offers from prosecutors, according to another defense attorney:

“In the Bronx, cases that involve allegations of gang affiliation often go to the same courtroom/same judge -- this courtroom and judge are notoriously pro-prosecution, speedy trial and discovery rights are completely ignored, and clients get bullied into cooperating or taking unfavorable pleas.”

Trials present more problems. Indictments are obtained by offering cooperation agreements to individuals who have already been charged with serious violent offenses if they tie other alleged members of the group to various crimes. Defendants are then often brought up on “conspiracy” charges as a way to admit evidence that is excessive, irrelevant, and not from a credible source, in order to inflate sentencing and charges. As one juror on a gang trial put it, “conspiracy charges were wide enough to drive a bus through,” referring to the expansive definition of what constitutes “conspiracy.” In this context, juries may wind up finding someone guilty without agreeing on what exact crime they are guilty of committing.

In the trial of a 36-year old father from the Bronx, whose family says had long been harassed by cops from the 47th precinct, federal racketeering charges were brought largely because of his relationship with a co-defendant, who was also a childhood friend. Hearsay testimony and old arrests, including some that were dismissed, were presented as evidence. The jury, on the other hand, wasn’t allowed to hear the full misconduct history of one of the detectives whose testimony proved vital to the prosecution. This detective who made the arrest had at least eight federal civil rights lawsuits filed against him, four totaling about $235,000 and three for undisclosed sums. The jury was only told about one. This man’s mother believes the local precinct put her son on the gang indictment because of his past complaints and lawsuits against some of these officers. She was also frustrated by testimony from government witnesses:

“So they all get to use that RICO conspiracy to tie them into making this a bigger case. But what I’m seeing is that what they want people to do is they use other people who are uncreditable... on another case that could be, uh, incarcerated somewhere. So they’re going to use them and they bring them like ‘Hey, do you know these young men? Gimme something on them, work with us.’ They could say whatever they want to say. I mean, they’re in a situation to say, ‘You know what, I’m going to get a sweet deal to get home.’”

To juries, accusations of gang membership can be confused with the crime of conspiracy -- a major problem that threatens freedom of association. Since conspiracy charges need to prove the element of agreement to commit a crime, prosecutors may try to prove this agreement by emphasizing that by associating, defendants are tacitly “agreeing” to criminal acts. However, association is not a crime, and does not prove an agreement or intention or even gang membership: gang members and non gang members are part of the same communities, neighborhoods, and families.

In practice, prosecutors often succeed in proving that defendants are part of a conspiracy by introducing evidence that should merely prove that they know each other; the jury is shown countless social media posts and messages. Prosecutors intentionally blur the line between conspiracy and association. After presenting posts and private messages, their content is often “translated” either by gang experts (police officers involved in gang policing, not necessarily with any education or background) or by police cooperators and informants.

Posts can contain rap lyrics and quotes, which are then presented to the jury as matter-of-fact statements made by the co-defendants. Additionally, gang experts may say that they understand the slang used by defendants, but there’s no protocol in place to ensure that evidence is interpreted correctly. In one interview for this report, a
mom described how a picture her son posted of himself holding money was presented in court to suggest he was a drug dealer:

“They took that and said, oh, he’s a big-time drug dealer. They criminalize him in any photograph that he had. Not knowing the story where that came from that known what that meant to him and to be able to hold his son to say, I have a son, you know, I’m able to support my family, you know, um, how they pose in pictures and whatever to the message is misconstrued in that sense.”

Jury members have to endure weeks or months of this. What results is a general atmosphere of criminality, built with employers, like the so called “red squads” for long history of police agencies unlawfully sharing information with the database. In an interview with a young woman indicted in a gang conspiracy case in Harlem, she reported that she was turned down for jobs because of her gang designation even after he returned from prison.

In these cases, it appears that the gang database may have been used as part of a background clearance. This raises substantial questions about how the database is being used within city government. Is this standard practice for city employment? What safeguards are in place to prevent the NYPD from formally or informally sharing information for the database? There is a long history of police agencies unlawfully sharing information from various types of intelligence files with employers, like the so called “red squads” for much of the 20th Century.40

Housing

Gang takedowns in New York City appear to predominantly target public housing and surrounding communities. In addition to the impact of the criminal justice system, public housing residents and their families face an additional challenge: permanent exclusion. Spurred by the federal Housing Opportunity Extension (“H.O.P.E.”) Act of 1996 – or what is more commonly known as the “One Strike, You’re Out” policy – the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) has developed policies to evict public housing residents based on contact with the criminal justice system. During his 1996 State of the Union address, then President Bill Clinton encouraged states to get tough on gangs and drugs through the zero-tolerance approach embodied by HOPE.

Promoted as a policy to improve “safety and security of its residents,” NYCHA uses permanent exclusion is one aspect of these efforts at the local level as it seeks to bar people arrested for certain offenses from residing or even visiting NYCHA property.41 Exclusion efforts begin when the agency files a “termination of tenancy” action when a tenant or “someone under the tenant’s control” takes part in “dangerous conduct.”

As local reporting has shown, tenants, sometimes a parent or guardian of a targeted individual, are compelled to exclude family members in order to avoid eviction. As part of the agreement with NYCHA to stave off eviction, (a process in which some residents don’t know they’re entitled to a lawyer), the apartment is subject to random inspections by the agency. If an excluded person is found in the apartment, eviction proceedings can begin.42 From a 2015 City Limits article:

Some of the main criticisms of NYCHA’s exclusion policies, and the federal strategy more broadly, is that exclusion efforts and perceived levels of “dangerousness” are shaped by arrests, not necessarily convictions, and that less evidence is needed to exclude or evict because proceedings are civil, not criminal.

NYCHA officials, however, have touted the tactic as an “alternative” to eviction, which could put an entire family at risk. During 2017 testimony at a New York City Council hearing, NYCHA officials remarked about “saving” the tenancy of an elderly grandmother whose grandson had been indicted as part of a 2015 federal gang takedown. They apparently saved her by barring her grandson and leaving her at risk of eviction should he ever visit. It also elevated his risk of homelessness.

Eighteen months after the 2014 West Harlem gang raid, NYCHA had already attempted to kick out at least 28 defendants from the case, successfully excluding 17 of them.43 While the total number of exclusion proceedings as a result of gang enforcement is not known, gang takedowns can often lead to exclusions because of the seriousness of the charges that accompany them and because most takedowns seem to be centered in public housing. Exclusion followed the mass 2016 gang raid in the Bronx. From The Intercept:

“After the Eastchester Gardens raid, many families whose sons had been arrested received letters notifying them that NYCHA had initiated termination proceedings against them. Mattison said she had been late on rent, but that housing officials told her she had broken the lease by letting one of her sons and her granddaughter’s father stay at her apartment without declaring it. Because they were now caught up in a federal case, she said they told her, the whole family had to go.

A spokesperson for NYCHA told The Intercept that when the agency learns of the arrest of an individual with connections to public housing, it opens a “rigorous and comprehensive investigation.” In the Eastchester Gardens case, officials identified 16 individuals named in the indictment with connections to tenants, leading to two permanent exclusions – an option given to family members to save the tenancy.”44

Permanent Exclusion came under heightened scrutiny by community organizations and advocacy groups during a 2017 City Council Hearing. Dozens of legal professionals and community members testified that NYCHA’s use of permanent exclusion is often applied arbitrarily and is not driven by evidence of a threat to the public’s safety.45

and community groups criticized the city for pushing residents out of public housing amid a housing crisis. The hearing came as a result of a March 2017 report from the Department of Investigations which chastised NYCHA for not being aggressive enough in its exclusion efforts. The report was fiercely opposed by advocates as “misguided and irresponsible.”

The Department of Investigations (DOI), a New York City law enforcement “watchdog” agency, recommended in the report that NYCHA should more aggressively prosecute cases, transfer exclusion powers from NYCHA civilians to law enforcement; and that the NYPD should amend its patrol guide to automatically report off-site arrests (not convictions) and to use its “computerized systems” (perhaps the gang database) to “flag” referrals for exclusion efforts.

DOI, worked closely with the NYPD during a gang raid in Brooklyn’s Sheepshead-Nostrand Houses in January 2018. After the arrests, former DOI head Mark Peters encouraged NYCHA to increase not only exclusion but also eviction of NYCHA residents out of public housing amid a housing crisis. The hearing came as a result of a March 2017 report from the Department of Investigations which chastised NYCHA for not being aggressive enough in its exclusion efforts. The report was fiercely opposed by advocates as “misguided and irresponsible.”

Deportation risks

In 2017, New York City became a so-called “sanctuary city,” which is a municipality that limits cooperation with federal immigration enforcement agencies as a matter of policy. However, the NYPD’s collaboration on gang takedowns with the Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) unit, a division with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), the country’s most prominent immigration enforcement agency, which contributors to this report have overserves the Office of the NYPD Inspector General, a police oversight agency which contributors to this report have repeatedly called upon to investigate NYPD gang tactics. The collaboration between DOI and NYPD on gang sweep exclusions raises questions (If DOI, for example, has used the gang database to expedite NYCHA exclusions) of whether independence exists between DOI and the police department.

Exclusion and eviction pressures triggered by dragnet-like gang prosecutions target mostly Black and non-white NYCHA tenants, as grassroots groups from the “Stop The Raids” coalition have pointed out. For people who are in the depths of poverty or coming home from prison to piece together their lives, public housing represents one of the only affordable options left in an increasingly unaffordable city.

One of the avenues for ending up on the gang database is through classification by a School Resource Officer (SRO). SROs work for the NYPD and there are over 5,000 of them in City schools, funded out of the Department of Education budget at a cost of $750 million annually. SROs are part of the school to prison pipeline and much of the justification for them has been the fear of “gang violence” in schools.

Defining the disciplinary issues in schools as “gang” issues further justifies harsh practices that drive students out of school and into the criminal justice system. In some cases the mere suggestion of gang involvement as indicated by wearing certain clothing, walking to school with a regular group of friends, or sharing an interest in certain music can bring on intensive surveillance in the school and even inclusion on the gang database – which invites intensive police scrutiny outside of school as well.
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In 2017, New York City became a so-called “sanctuary city,” which is a municipality that limits cooperation with federal immigration enforcement agencies as a matter of policy. However, the NYPD’s collaboration on gang takedowns with the Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) unit, a division with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), the country’s most prominent immigration enforcement agency, may offer a loophole for immigration benefits, adjustment of status, and as a pretext to initiate removal proceedings.

Almost all defenses to deportation are discretionary, that is, whether in the judge’s opinion relief is merited. Most individuals bear the burden of proof to show eligibility, which is an uphill battle. People are being denied based on gang-related allegations. There is no right to counsel, so these allegations are very difficult to challenge. Further, anyone who is subject to deportation can be detained. Bond hearings are subject to discretionary rules of evidence do immediately prejudice the judge and suggest one has engaged in dangerous conduct. Rules of evidence do not apply, so it is difficult to challenge the various HSI, arrest, and other reports.

After a string of murders in Long Island in 2017, then United States Attorney General Jeff Sessions came to New York to the panic around MS-13 to President Donald Trump’s immigration enforcement efforts. Clearly, for those dedicated to an even more zealous, cruel and xenophobic immigration policy, the policing and labeling of undocumented and noncitizen community members as gang members serves as an indispensable tool.

SCHOOL POLICING

One of the avenues for ending up on the gang database is through classification by a School Resource Officer (SRO). SROs work for the NYPD and there are over 5,000 of them in City schools, funded out of the Department of Education budget at a cost of $750 million annually. SROs are part of the school to prison pipeline and much of the justification for them has been the fear of “gang violence” in schools.

This had led many schools to become fortified camps with the use of metal detectors, heavy presence of officers and the adoption of a variety of “zero tolerance” disciplinary policies that often result in arrest. These arrests target young people of color almost exclusively, mirroring the racial disparities in the gang database.

These SROs receive specific training on how to identify gang members and associates that rely on superficial assessments. The NYPD and Department of Education recently revised the memorandum of understanding between them regarding the functioning of SROs in schools. While that MOU restricted police powers in important ways, it did not reduce their role in placing young people on the gang database. Additionally, teachers can also be empowered to help make gang allegations.

Further, reports by SRO’s are found in immigrant children’s immigration files and used as a basis for detaining and deporting immigrant students, particularly Latinx students. Moreover, school district codes of conduct use terms behavior, items, paraphernalia, colors and jewelry as indicators of being “gang related.” However, courts across the country, and the United States Supreme Court have repeatedly determined that labeling conduct as “gang-related” is unconstitutionally vague, violating people’s rights to notice of how their behavior and or appearance is being categorized. This vague labelling of “gang” without description in school district codes of conduct allows for wide-latitude of discriminatory enforcement against students, especially students of color.
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One of the avenues for ending up on the gang database is through classification by a School Resource Officer (SRO). SROs work for the NYPD and there are over 5,000 of them in City schools, funded out of the Department of Education budget at a cost of $750 million annually. SROs are part of the school to prison pipeline and much of the justification for them has been the fear of “gang violence” in schools.

This had led many schools to become fortified camps with the use of metal detectors, heavy presence of officers and the adoption of a variety of “zero tolerance” disciplinary policies that often result in arrest. These arrests target young people of color almost exclusively, mirroring the racial disparities in the gang database.

These SROs receive specific training on how to identify gang members and associates that rely on superficial assessments. The NYPD and Department of Education recently revised the memorandum of understanding between them regarding the functioning of SROs in schools. While that MOU restricted police powers in important ways, it did not reduce their role in placing young people on the gang database. Additionally, teachers can also be empowered to help make gang allegations.

Further, reports by SRO’s are found in immigrant children’s immigration files and used as a basis for detaining and deporting immigrant students, particularly Latinx students. Moreover, school district codes of conduct use terms behavior, items, paraphernalia, colors and jewelry as indicators of being “gang related.” However, courts across the country, and the United States Supreme Court have repeatedly determined that labeling conduct as “gang-related” is unconstitutionally vague, violating people’s rights to notice of how their behavior and or appearance is being categorized. This vague labelling of “gang” without description in school district codes of conduct allows for wide-latitude of discriminatory enforcement against students, especially students of color.

Defining the disciplinary issues in schools as “gang” issues further justifies harsh practices that drive students out of school and into the criminal justice system. In some cases the mere suggestion of gang involvement as indicated by wearing certain clothing, walking to school with a regular group of friends, or sharing an interest in certain music can bring on intensive surveillance in the school and even inclusion on the gang database – which invites intensive police scrutiny outside of school as well.
FOCUSED DETERRENCE

Since the introduction of the Juvenile Robbery Intervention Program (J-RIP) in 2007, the NYPD has undertaken a variety of “focused deterrence” programs they claim reduce violent crime through the intensive targeting of young people believed to be most at risk of participation in violence. “Focused Deterrence” programs, developed by criminologist David Kennedy and first implemented in Boston in 1996, attempt to stop gun violence or other serious crime through intensive and targeted enforcement combined with support services.

Ideally, this model begins with a community mobilization effort in partnership with local police. The goal is to send a unified message to young people that serious crime will no longer be tolerated. If it occurs, they will use every resource at their disposal (“pulling levers”) to not only apprehend the assailant but to disrupt the street life of young people involved in crime across the board.

The theory is that young people will choose to avoid violence so that they can concentrate on socializing and low-level criminality free of constant police harassment. This is based on research that showed that a great deal of shooting was not drug or robbery related but involved a constant tit for tat of revenge gunfire by rival factions of young people engaged primarily in turf battles. The key is to break that cycle of retribution and gun carrying. To achieve this, young people believed to be involved in violence are called into meetings with local police and community leaders and threatened with intensive surveillance and enforcement if the gun violence doesn’t stop. These “call ins” are made possible in part because many of these young people are on probation or parole for past offenses.

In addition to more intensive enforcement efforts, there is usually an effort to develop some targeted social services with the hope that this will help draw some of these young people away from violence and towards education and employment opportunities.

The original J-RIP program, which began in Brownsville in 2007 and expanded to East Harlem in 2009, targeted juvenile robbery offenders who were back in the community. These youths were given a clear message that they were under enhanced police supervision and would face significant consequences if rearrested. They were also offered mentoring and a few support services by police in hopes of steering them in the right direction.

In practice, J-RIP offered little in the way of services. Young people were given a chance to participate in existing programs like the Police Athletic League (PAL) and were regularly visited by uniformed officers in their homes and on the streets. While these officers were supposed to be acting as mentors and monitors, defense lawyers reported that officers sometimes used these visits as a pretext to conduct searches and that they sometimes called attention to program relationships in front of other youth, potentially marking them as informants—a dangerous label in these neighborhoods.

No real services, such as job placement or family counseling were provided, and the officers involved had no special social services training, playing a primarily surveillance and enforcement role.

A November 2014 NYPD evaluation report showed that a decline in robberies in the target area touted by police mirrored city-wide trends and that J-RIP participants were rearrested at the same or higher rates than youth with similar records in the same and nearby neighborhoods without J-RIP. Even though the 2014 report showed there were no crime reductions under J-RIP, the NYPD has moved forward with an expansion of the program in a different guise: Ceasefire.

In early 2015, the NYPD rolled out NYC Ceasefire under the leadership of Susan Herman, Deputy Commissioner for Collaborative Policing. Ceasefire focuses more on gun crimes and adds a group “call-in” meetings in which the targeted youth are brought in and lectured to by police and community members about the harmful effects of their violent actions and the potential enhanced consequences of additional violent offenses.

Participants, mostly forced into Ceasefire through parole or probation, are then placed under extensive surveillance regimes and targeted for enhanced punishments if caught re-offending. They are also offered some minimal services, primarily in the form of a centralized referral phone number run by a local non-profit that is there to link young people to already existing programs.

NYC Ceasefire relies on a logic of collective punishment and has been repeatedly cited in press reports as a key anti-gun initiative by the NYPD. While some stories paint a picture of police and sometimes local clergy members performing door to door outreach, defense attorneys have also reported that their clients are receiving letters from the NYPD, alleging they are gang members and threatening them with enhanced surveillance and prosecutions.

After a Ceasefire “call in,” any serious crime in the targeted catchment area will trigger a set of enhanced penalties for any young person arrested in that area, even if they were not part of the call in, or otherwise notified. Defense attorneys have reported showing up to court with clients who are facing remand (no bail) and enhanced charges because of the collective punishment approach, even though they have no knowledge of the initiative.

Evaluation research of these programs does show some meaningful declines in crime that can even last for years. Overall, though, the results are quite thin. Most reductions are small, occur in only a few crime categories, and don’t last very long. They also continue to reinforce a punitive mindset about how to deal with young people in high crime, high poverty communities, most of whom are not white.

There are also other emerging “deterrence” programs focused on small groups that are outwardly punitive and arguably allow police to overreach their authority. Project Fast Track, announced in 2016, was launched as a collaboration between police, prosecutors and federal law enforcement agencies to “speed up” gun possession cases in New York. The explicit goal was to produce more convictions—and faster. The NYPD unit created to produce better cases, the Gun Violence Suppression Division, has been profiled as a leader in anti-gang policing.

FOCUSED DETERRENCE ANALYSIS

“Focused deterrence,” relies primarily on intensive punitive enforcement efforts such as surveillance, investigations, arrests, and intensified prosecutions. Also, the social services offered tend to be very thin, involving some counseling and recreational opportunities but rarely access to actual jobs or advanced educational placements. While some youth are able to get GEDs or access social programs, very few wind up with jobs, much less well-paying or stable ones.
In some cases, social supports focus on a variety of life skills and socialization classes which do nothing to create real opportunities for people and reinforce the ethos of personal responsibility that often ends up blaming the victim for their unemployment and educational failure in a community that tends to be incredibly poor, underserved, segregated, and dangerous. It is certainly true that violent crime is heavily concentrated among a fairly small population of young people in specific neighborhoods. While it may make more sense to target them than indiscriminately stopping and frisking or arresting and summoning hundreds of thousands of people who’ve committed no serious crimes, deterrence programs like Ceasefire present their own set of problems. Most young people who engage in serious criminality are already living in harsh and dangerous circumstances. They don’t need more threats and punishment in their lives—they need stability, positive guidance, and real pathways out of poverty. This requires a long-term commitment to their well-being, not a telephone referral.

Most young people who engage in serious criminality are already living in harsh and dangerous circumstances. They don’t need more threats and punishment in their lives—they need stability, positive guidance, and real pathways out of poverty. This requires a long-term commitment to their well-being, not a telephone referral.

**Prosecutor Profile: Cyrus Vance Jr.**

Since at least 2012, the local prosecutor perhaps most willing to engage in gang takedowns and “extreme collaboration” with the NYPD has been Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance Jr. In the gang conspiracy cases that accompanied takedowns in West Harlem, Manhattan DA prosecutors worked “hand in glove” with police and prison officials, the culmination of a new model: “intelligence-led prosecution.”

In 2010, Vance, not long after being elected, created the Crime Strategies Unit (CSU), which was designed for “rigorous collection of background information about the people, places, and problems driving crime in specific neighborhoods.” The CSU program represents what we believe to be the most important prosecutorial model for gang enforcement in New York City and it preceded a new wave of large scale gang raids in 2011 and 2012 in Harlem.

At the program’s outset, the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office conducted “precinct-based crime assessments” of each Manhattan precinct that mapped out crime “hot spots” and listed out gangs and crews. According to the Manhattan District Attorney’s 2018 “Intelligence-Driven Prosecution: Implementation Guide,” Manhattan is divided into five areas, each of which is assigned an Assistant District Attorney, an intelligence analyst and a community affairs coordinator. At the same time, Assistant District Attorneys, in collaboration with precinct commanders and NYPD Field Intelligence Officers (FIO), identified at least 25 priority offenders in each precinct, which would amount to over 1,000 offenders at the outset of the program.

According to a 2016 study of the prosecution model by the Center for Court Innovation, CSU staff “can continuously expand the list of priority offenders and/or record relevant intelligence.” However, like the NYPD gang database, it is not clear by what process prosecutors make such lists.

The CSU is informed by four programs:

- The Arrest Alert System is a database and “early warning system” of priority offenders whose arrest immediately alerts the CSU and NYPD personnel.
- The Surveillance Camera Interactive Map (SCIM) “shows the locations of and contact information for some 6,000 public and private surveillance cameras in Manhattan.”
- The Crime Prevention System database “which targets violent crimes and gathers on one spreadsheet... details about a defendant, including nicknames, which can be linked to additional information: friends, tattoos, telltale scars, Facebook entries, geo-coded street addresses, debriefing tips, excerpts from jailhouse phone calls.”
- The InPho program “analyzes recorded inmate phone calls from Rikers Island.”

We believe that the Crime Prevention System Database parallels the NYPD gang database. Not only do some of the same details tracked in the database include criteria used in the NYPD gang database (friends, tattoos, scars, social media), the database is searchable by gang, which suggests that the Manhattan District Attorney is either classifying gangs and gang membership on its own or sharing that information with the police department, which the NYPD has said does not happen.

The Arrest Alert System is described as the “nerve center” of the CSU and the Office’s overall approach to tracking street crime and gangs. In a 2014 New York Times article, then Assistant District Attorney Kerry Chicon said, “We are constantly adding, deleting, editing and updating the intelligence in the Arrest Alert System. If someone gets out of a gang, or goes to prison or ages out of being a focus for us, or dies, we edit the system accordingly — we do that all the time.”

The Arrest Alert System allows for prosecutors and certain police units, like the NYPD Gang Unit, to be alerted through email alerts when certain people are arrested, likely those deemed “priority offenders.” When prosecutors are alerted to the arrest of a priority offender, they can draft enhanced bail applications and elevate charges, according to the Center for Court Innovation report. In open cases, prosecutors can alert the judge of an existing case if there is a second arrest.

One of the advantages for prosecutors is being able to collect information on the suspect not available on their rap sheet, like their gang status. As the Center for Court Innovation report notes, CSU staff “can reach out to the ADA writing up the case in the Early Case Assessment Bureau (ECAB) to inform the prosecutor of pertinent information related to the defendant’s criminal activity unavailable on the rap sheet (such as whether the defendant is a member of a violent gang).” This not only changes how a prosecutor might handle a case, it has been shown to change outcomes. According to the Center for Court Innovation report, cases impacted by the Arrest Alert System more often set bail, and when they did bail was higher.

Another function of the Arrest Alert System is to develop area-based intelligence on suspected future gang offenders. As the Center for Court Innovation report describes, “arrest alerts helped prosecutors gather intelligence on up and-coming gang members.”

**Debriefings**

An alert from the Arrest Alert System can also notify prosecutors when someone is breaking a curfew or violating a condition of parole. It also creates
opportunities for prosecutors to pull suspects into interrogation-like “debriefings.” Former ADA Chicon:

“Every morning, I talk to my five A.D.A.s, who are experts in their areas. We decide whom we should try to pull out for a debriefing. We don’t debrief people arrested for felonies because we don’t want to compromise a case. We pull people arrested on low-level misdemeanor charges, maybe two or three a week. We read them their Miranda rights. About 80 percent of them will talk. If you speak to a 16-year-old, they might tell you, ‘This kid is running things, this kid is a hanger-on.’

That’s how we find out information like whether a gang has changed their name. We took down the Flow Boyz gang at the Robert F. Wagner housing project in 2012. But a lot of those gang members have aged out, and now there’s a new group of 14- and 15-year-olds who want their own set name. Through debriefings, we learned they call themselves Only the Wagner.”

Debriefings are conducted by CSA area prosecutors not to gather additional information or evidence to support the new arrest,” according to the Intelligence-led Prosecution handbook. In other words, prosecutors use debriefings to fish for information that could help them score convictions above misdemeanors. In this sense, debriefings can provide an incentive for low-level police harassment and interactions.

When a debriefing is “positive,” the handbook explains, a “debriefing memo” is created. Memos are disseminated throughout the office. As cases are built, “photos of defendants associated with geographic hotspots, gangs or specific crime issues are compiled into Microsoft PowerPoint slides which resemble photo arrays - rows of small passport-size photos. Defendants are grouped according to their gang affiliation, geographic area (predominantly a particular housing development hotspot), or other criminal association,” the handbook says.

Technology

As one of the most visible and well-resourced prosecutors in the country, the Manhattan DA’s Office has become a proponent of using technology. The Photo Imagine Mugshot System (PIMS), which employs facial recognition technology, the ARCGIS map system, which digitally maps out shootings and gang territory, and X-1, which tracks social media posts and direct messages by date(s), time and frequency, are key parts of its Intelligence-led Prosecution model.

All of those programs are provided by private companies. In-house programs include “DANY311, an application allowing ADAs to submit questions to CSU electronically,” as well as the “Glossary of Street Slang,” which the report describes as “a system gathering intelligence from sources such as defendant phone calls within city jail.”

Perhaps the most notable private software used by Vance’s office is Palantir, the California-based data analytics firm that has contracted with the military. Its software has been used by the Manhattan DA to map arrests and make data connections between individuals using addresses, phone numbers and even nationality.

In New York, Palantir technology was reportedly instrumental in helping the NYPD plan a sting operation that led to a gang takedown in Brooklyn that included well-known rapper Bobby Shmurda. According to The Verge, Palantir was also used to construct a controversial “heat list” for the Chicago Police Department using algorithms to predict the most likely violent criminals. It was also uncovered to be part of a secretive “predictive policing” program with the New Orleans Police Department (NOPD) to build racketeering cases against alleged gang members.

New Orleans moved to end their relationship with Palantir partly because local lawmakers didn’t even know the city was using the program since it was funded through a philanthropic organization tied to the mayor. In New York, the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office, which has vast amounts of money obtained through asset forfeitures, similarly operates with a budget largely free from basic oversight.

Cyrus Vance Jr.’s office has been involved in some of the largest gang conspiracy sweeps New York City has ever seen. It worked with the police on a large gang conspiracy case in East Harlem in 2012 when over 60 people were indicted just as the NYPD was rolling out Operation Crew Cut. Vance himself was notably boastful after the 2014 West Harlem raid. Other prosecutors may follow

in his steps. The Intelligence-led Prosecution model has reportedly been influential to other prosecutor offices around the country, including Philadelphia and Delaware.

For reformers wary of gang takedowns, Vance is perhaps a poster boy for prosecutors that seek convictions and serious prison time out of questionable gang policing tactics.

**ACTION SPOTLIGHT:**
**LEGAL AID’S FOIL CAMPAIGN**

The Community Justice Unit (CJU) of the Legal Aid Society launched the “Do It Yourself” (D.I.Y.) Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) campaign on February 2018 with the purpose of assisting community members in demanding to know if they had been labeled as gang involved and placed in the NYPD gang database.

Since the police department does not notify individuals about their inclusion into the gang database and there is no requirement of criminality or suspicion of wrongdoing to be placed on it, this further marginalizes communities that are over-policed, depriving them of their right to due process and leaving them without any recourse to challenge that inclusion.

CJU’s D.I.Y. FOIL initiative is a way to push back against the black box of secrecy surrounding gang policing by providing community members with a legal tool to demand to know if they have been previously labeled and entered in the NYPD gang database.

The CJU launched a website in order to facilitate the D.I.Y. campaign to process FOIL requests more broadly simplifying the process so that people can submit the request directly from their phones or computers. Since launched in 2018, over 350 community members have submitting FOIL requests to the NYPD.

Additionally, CJU has held workshops across New York City with Cure Violence organizations and other community-based organizations raising awareness of the underlying the Freedom of Information Law, which is supposed to be liberally construed so the public can have maximum access to records of government.

The FOIL initiative has shown that the NYPD is not only comfortable with denying access to every single request but also unwilling to provide records when they have confirmed that they in fact listed the person in their database.

Through the efforts of the FOIL campaign, Legal Aid has also been able to move forward with an Article 78 lawsuit against the NYPD for their failure to disclose records that they had confirmed existed. They are still in the litigation stage of this case as the NYPD continues to use delay tactics in producing the documents that were requested.

**CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATIONS**

Gang policing replicates the harms of mass incarceration strategies that have come under increased scrutiny. It is dangerous and discriminatory and will not uplift neighborhoods struggling with intra-community violence, gang-related or otherwise. Simply put, the approach is racist policing at its worst.

Efforts to push back against gang databases and gang policing, however, should acknowledge that the presence of gangs, though overstated and demonized by the police and the media, is real. Activists and advocates should not only fight for the rights of those mislabeled or completely “innocent,” but also for those who may be legitimately connected to gangs or crews.

This report concludes that New York City needs to invest in its residents, gang-affiliated or otherwise, instead of criminalizing them. In order to do that, policymakers need to acknowledge that cities like New York City are failing to address issues of poverty central to violence. Consider that the US is more segregated today than at any time and that the US allows up to 25% of its young people to grow up in extreme poverty. It is from poverty that the vast majority of serious crime originates.

It is important to understand that we cannot have a dual approach of enforcement and investment because gang policing exacerbates these problems, impacting people’s ability to find employment and housing. While local officials sometimes talk about getting to the root causes of gang violence, oftentimes these efforts consist of educational programs run by police and prosecutors that tell young people to avoid gangs without providing them credible alternatives for navigating a hostile environment.

Many young people turn to life on the streets because of problems at home. Their parents are overwhelmed by poverty and the problems that often go with it, such as unstable housing, substance abuse, hunger, and mental illness. Instead of gang takedowns, the city could support parents so that they can better support their children by looking at the structure of working hours and the high costs of childcare as well as direct financial support of families that has been undermined by welfare reforms over the last 30 years.

Still, with more support services in place, the number one challenge young people face is access to stable incomes – even while in school. Expansion of summer employment is an important part of that, but young people also need jobs during the school year to deal with personal and family expenses. Many young people involved in violence also suffer from unstable housing and homelessness. While increased income can help, increases in the stock of truly affordable and public housing (as opposed to banning so-called offenders from housing) is also essential to creating stability for young people.

In schools, education officials need to replace SROs with counselors, restorative justice programs and resources to help students navigate home lives and communities that may be severely disordered and dangerous. Using teachers and SROs to inform on them and criminalize them will serve to undermine their attachment to teachers and SROs to inform on them and criminalize that is racist policing at its worst.

**Youth and adult-aged people involved in violence have**


almost always been the victims of violence either in the community or at home. Even when they may not have personally been the victim, they have witnessed the victimization of friends and family members, often repeatedly. The city should provide services to deal with trauma – including mental health and substance abuse services as well as improved educational and recreational services.

New York City has created a new emergency trauma response capability called Mobile Trauma Units that can respond to shootings and provide immediate interventions and referrals to on-going care as available. But there is a lack of adequate services to refer people to, so that capacity must be expanded. These services need to be culturally appropriate and linked to wrap around health and social services support for young people and their families. Those who have experienced trauma and other adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are also more likely to have substance abuse and mental health challenges. So, in addition to trauma services, they and their families need access to high quality mental health and substance abuse services on demand.

The city already supports programs designed to reduce shootings and violence by relying on community-based “violence interruptors” or “credible messengers” who work with young people. These “messengers” come from the neighborhoods where violence is a problem and have a reputation on the streets that makes them appropriate for peer to peer outreach, mentoring, and counseling designed to break the cycle of violence. These programs operate on the understanding that violence can operate like a disease, spreading from one victim to another.

The John Jay College of Criminal Justice reported that neighborhoods with credible messenger programs had significant crime reductions compared with similar control areas without them. In the East New York site run by the anti-violence community group Man Up!, gun injury rates fell by 50 percent over four years; the control site in East Flatbush fell by only 5 percent. Similarly, shootings were down by 63 percent in the Save Our Streets South Bronx area, but only 17 percent in the East Harlem control neighborhood. New York City should expand the number of credible messenger programs and equip them with more resources to help young people and their families.

Rather than vilifying and criminalizing “gangs” we should include young people and the groups they form into the community process in ways that don’t force them to renounce the close connections they form with others in the community. This can be done through “social inclusion” strategies that give these social groupings a legitimate voice in shaping the affairs of their communities and the city. Recent work in Latin America by John Jay College’s David Brotherton has shown that these strategies can substantially reduce violence rates.
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The next phase of the Cure Violence program will include a series of “competition” events to create new counseling designed to break the cycle of violence.

Using police to solve the problems of young people is a misguided strategy. We need to defund police-led interventions and reinvest that money in the kinds of services that will create healthier and more resilient individuals, families and communities.

**Recommended Steps to End the Abuses of Gang Policing:**

1. Stop criminalizing people as “gang members”
2. Abolish the NYPD’s gang unit
3. Abolish gang databases (of any kind)
4. Discontinue all “focused deterrence” and other “precision policing” initiatives.
5. Stop using large scale “gang takedowns,” including the utilization of state and federal conspiracy charges
6. Enable protections for immigrants from criminalization and deportation through gang allegations
7. End the use of social media monitoring and other forms of digital surveillance
8. Invest in additional credible messenger programs and expand resources for gang-involved people
9. Divest from policing and instead invest in increased public health programs, sustainable housing, employment development, schools, conflict transformation and alternative accountability models like restorative justice.
10. Investigate and audit current gang suppression practices by the NYPD as well as collaboration with local and federal prosecutors
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